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Abstract: We study the concepts of identify guilty agent for data leakage system, factor and methods to identify the leakage of 

data. The data is used in important and so it should not be altered or leaked. In IT domain now a day’s use of huge database 

is common. Simultaneously this data base is shared among many people. When we interchange the information, the 

weaknesses, leakage or modification rate increases. The solution for the above stated problem is to prevent data leakage. 

This paper describes a procedure to prevent and detect the data leakage persons. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

More times most important data can be sending through the trusted agents (third parties). Significant information of 

companies and association includes intellectual property, financial information, patient information and different information 

associated with the domain and industry. Companies distribute consumer’s information with other companies who are in 

partnership with that company. In this scenario data security is important so data leakage detection will play significant role. 

Our purpose is to identify when the owners significant information have been leaked by third parties and to identify the 

responsible agents. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 

In existing system watermarking technique is used for finding leakage detection, e.g., an exclusive code is fixed in each 

distributed copy [1]. If that data is shortly exposed in the number of unofficial party, the leaker can be recognized. Watermarks 

can be most helpful in various cases, but another time, occupy various changes of the unique information. Also, watermarks can 

sometimes be damaged if the information beneficiary is malicious. A Company may have joint ventures with another company 

that requires distribution consumer information. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Our purpose is to identify when the owner’s essential information have been leaked by agent, and if probable to detect the 

agent who is responsible to alter or leak the data. Perturbation is a very helpful procedure where the information are changed 

and made “less sensitive” before being hand over to agents. In this sector, we learn the attracting attention method for 

identifying leakage of the number of entities or documentation. 

In this sector, we build up a model to monitor the agent for his implied offence. We also present algorithms to share the 

objects to number of agents, in a way that develop our possibilities to identifying a leaker. Finally, we also think the alternative 

of adding “fake” objects to the unique data. Such objects do not match to actual existing   entities but look like real to the agent. 

In intelligence, the fake entity work as a type of watermark for the whole set, without changing any individual members [2]. If 

an agent who got fake object leaks the information, the distributer can confirm the guilty agents. 
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IV. DESCRIPTION 

A) Entities and Agents 

The distributor database owns set of data entity C= {v1, v2.  . . vn}. The distributor wants to divide some of the entities with a set 

of agents U1, U2 . . . , Um but does not wish the entities be leaked to third parties. The entities in C could be of any type and size, 

e.g., they could be tuples in a relation in a database. The agent Ui receives a subset Ci of object C determined either by an 

implicit request or an explicit request [4].  

Explicit Request 

In this explicit demand the agent will send the demand with proper condition. The agents define all set of records the 

information generated after adding the fake object.  

Explicit request Ti = EXPLICIT (C, Condi); Agents Ui receives all C objects that satisfy condition. 

Implicit Request 

In this request agent’s request does not have any condition. The agents fire the need without constraint according to the query 

and he will get the data with fake object. 

Implicit request = IMPLICIT (C, mi): Any subset of mi records from C can be given to Ui. 

B) Guilty Agents  

Guilty agents are responsible to leak the data. Assume that once the objects are given to agents, the distributor find out a set C 

belongs to T has leaked indicate some trusted agents, called the target, has been caught in control of C. Our purpose is to 

approximate the disclosed information came from the trusted agents as disparate to other sources. We consider an agent Ui is 

guilty if it gives single or more objects to the goal. We signify the event that agent Ui is guilty by Gi and the event that agent Ui 

is guilty for a given leaked set C by Gi|C. Our next step is to estimate Pr (Gi|C), i.e., the probability that agent Ui is guilty given 

proof C. 

C) Related Work 

To detect the implied offence the approach we present is related to the information origin problem [1]: tracing the descent of C 

objects implies fundamentally the identification of the implied offence agents. After the data distribution plan is anxious, our 

job is mostly related to watermarking that is used as to institute original ownership of distributed objects. Watermarks were used 

in all types of data whose digital representation includes huge redundancy. Here we projected watermarking algorithms that 

embed the watermark bits in the least significant bits (LSB) of selected attributes of a selected subset of tuples. This method 

doesn’t grant mechanism for multi bit watermarks; instead only secret key is used. For each tuples a protected message 

authenticated code (MAC) is computed using the secret key and tuples primary key [3]. 

V. GUILT AGENT MODEL 

We can compute Pr (Gi|C), by possible values in S that can be “assume” by the target. We call this estimate pt, the 

likelihood that objects t ‘can be guessed by the target. Probability pt is related to the probabilities used in designing fault-

tolerant systems. To approximating it likely look at the system which are operational over a given period need the probability 

that individual components will or will not fail. In case the target guesses the object of C it shows the component failure. The 

component failure is used to calculate the overall system trustworthiness, at the time of possibility of guessing the faulty agent. 

Possibilities are estimated based on experiments, just as we propose to estimate the points. On the same scale the component 

possibilities are usually traditional approximation, other than the exact numbers. Now, we will come to know that the level of 
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trustworthiness of system, but possibly privileged. In the same manner, the pt’s those are higher than the true values, will be 

guilty with at least the computed probabilities. 

VI. DATA ALLOCATION PROBLEM 

The core point of discussion in this paper is data allocation problem: how can the distributor “wisely” give data to agents in 

order to get better likelihood of spot a guilty agent? By identifying misconducts in this problem we referred to the type of data 

needs by agents and can find whether fake objects are allowed or not.  

6.1) Fake Objects: 

The objects which are not in set S are fake object. These objects will look like real objects that help us to increase possibility of 

identify agents that leaks information. In following fig1 we have clarified four problem instances according to the names EF, 

EF, SF and SF where E refers to explicit request, S refers to sample request, F refers to fake objects, and F for the case where 

fake objects are not allowed. The plan of disturbing information to detect leakage is not new. In these case the disturbing the set 

of distributor object by adding fake elements. In a number of application, fake objects may lead to fewer problem that disturbing 

genuine objects. With the help of example, say the distributor’s information objects are industrial records and the agents are 

industry. Here even little changes to the records of actual consumer may be unwanted. Even though, the addition of some fake 

industry records may be acceptable, since no consumer equate with these records, and hence we resolve these fake record 

problems. The distributors generate and put in fake objects to the information that he circulates to the agents. We let Fi belongs 

Ri be the subset of fake objects that agents Ui receives. We need to create fake objects such as the agents cannot differentiate 

them from genuine objects. 

 

 
Fig.1. Leakage problem instances. 

 

6.2) Optimization Problem 

The optimization model is the distributor’s data distribution to agents has one limitation and one goal. The distributor’s 

restriction is to satisfy agents’ request, given that with the number of objects they demand all available objects that gratify their 

circumstances. His aim is to be able to sense an agent who leaks any part of his information. The objective is to make the most 

of the chances of detecting a responsible agent that leaks all his data objects. The distributors possibly will not provide agents 

with different worried versions of the same objects an in [1]. We consider fake object distribution as the only possible constraint 

leisure. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In perfect world there agents may unknowingly or maliciously leak important data. If we want to share important data in 

the database we should watermark every object then we will be able to identify the decent of the object with complete certainty. 

However, in many cases, we must certainly take care of the agents that may not be completely trusted, since certain data cannot 
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acknowledge watermarks. Other than these problems, we have exposed that it is possible to evaluate that an agent is to blame 

for a leak, based on overlie is information with the leaked information and the information of other agents, and based on the 

likelihood that objects can be “estimate” by other means. Our model is comparatively simple. The algorithms we have offered 

implement a variety of data distribution policies that can improve the distributor’s chances to find out a leaker. We have 

exposed that distributing objects can the decent of the object. 
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